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Human rights and international
politics are inextricably linked.
That’s the message of the keynote
address that marks the beginning
of the University of Montana’s
International Week, which
includes five days of seminars,
talks and presentations focusing
on international culture. 
History professor Paul Lauren
will give the keynote address,
“Conscience of Mankind: Human
Rights, Values and International
Politics,” tonight at 7 p.m. in the
UC Ballroom. 
Mehrdad Kia, director of UM’s
Office of International Programs,
called the address “a major pres-
entation on a major international
issue.” The talk focuses on human
rights, which Kia called “para-
mount.” 
Lauren will use his personal
experiences to reflect on the U.S.
civil rights movement, the trial of
Serbian leader Slobodan
Milosevic and on Lauren’s Cold
War travels behind the Iron
Curtain.
Kia said this is the first lecture
in what he hopes will be an annu-
al part of the five-year-old event.
“We have tried to make (the
week’s offerings) as diverse as
possible,” he said. 
About 150 students gathered
Wednesday on the Oval in front of
Main Hall to protest Griz gear that
a student group contends is made
in sweatshops.
Led by the Students for
Economic and Social Justice, the
students asked University of
Montana President George
Dennison and Executive Vice
President Jim Foley to join the
Workers’ Rights Consortium, an
agency that monitors working
conditions in apparel factories.
The group said UM officials had
failed to meet a March 1 deadline
to join the consortium.
The crowd began the rally with
chants of: “Dennison, Foley:
Grizzlies sweat-free.”
Both Dennison and Foley were
out of town during the rally, a
point the student protesters knew
about in advance, Foley said.
Speakers at the rally called con-
ditions in the factories where they
said the Griz gear is made “akin to
slavery,” claiming that “what
affects someone halfway around
the world affects you.”
Sam Schabacker, a senior in
economics and SESJ organizer,
urged rally goers not to be “apa-
thetic like the administration.”
”We need to keep pressuring
them,” Schabacker said.
The group has met with Foley
“at least six times,” Foley said,
and will do so again this Friday.
“I look forward to working with
them on a process that’s best for
the University as a whole,” Foley
said. “We look forward to doing
the right thing for this institution.”
Sean Morrison, an ASUM sena-
tor majoring in English literature,
likened UM’s motto, Lux et veri-
tas (Light and truth), to a call to
action.
“How can you be committed to
truth and support sweatshops?” he
asked. “Ultimately, this is our uni-
versity, our logo and our deci-
sion,” Morrison said.
Schabacker referred to a recent
ASUM resolution and petition
signed by 500 students urging the
administration to join the
Workers’ Rights Consortium.
Saying the UM administration
ignored a March 1 deadline,
Schabacker said, “We need to let
them know this is unacceptable.”
But Andrea Helling, ASUM
president, said the resolution did
not have a deadline.
“We are in full support of work-
ers’ rights,” Helling said of the
unanimous vote for the nonbind-
ing ASUM resolution.
But the rally didn’t sway some
in the audience.
“They’re not getting the point
across to me,” Graham Scott said.
“The spinner is wearing Nike
gear, and they’re protesting Nike,”
he said of the DJ at the rally.
Students rally against sweatshops
Kevin Hoffman/ Montana Kaimin
Supporters of sweatshop-free UM merchandise march toward Main Hall during a rally put on by Students for a Economic and Social Justice on Wednesday.
No Sweat
Starting July 1, dorm residents
who do not want to use landlines
in their rooms will not have to pay
for the phone service unless they
choose to activate the line.
Charlie Thorne, assistant to the
vice president of student affairs,
said University of Montana
administrators approved a recom-
mendation made by a UM
telecommunications committee in
December to remove landline tele-
phones from dorm rooms.
After surveying students last
spring, he said the committee
found that about 90 percent of
dorm residents use cell phones
and a distinct majority of those
polled said their cell phones were
their primary method of commu-
nication.
“A large number of students
don’t even plug their (dorm)
phone in,” Residence Life director
Ron Brunell said.
According to Brunell, dorm res-
idents currently pay room rates
that include a landline in their
room to make local calls. It costs
$18 per room per month for a
landline telephone jack, so stu-
dents who share a double room
pay $9 per month.
Brunell said residence halls pay
$295,000 per year for the landline
telephone service. By giving resi-
dents the option to activate their
phone jack, residence halls will
only have to pay $95,000 for dis-
patching and operator fees.
With the money saved by
removing dormitory landlines,
Brunell said Residence Life will
be able to hold down the rate of
operational expenses a significant
Dorm phones to be optional
ASHLEY ZUELKE
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Two areas of U.S. foreign policy have dominated the news in recent
weeks: the violence in Iraq continuing to plague U.S. efforts in the
country, and Iran’s defiance in its pursuit of nuclear weapons.
Certainly those two issues are of pressing concern to the United
States, but it’s surprising to think that just last summer, tempers
between Israel and Hezbollah fighters flared up in a month-long con-
flict that had the potential to catastrophically destabilize the entire
region. Now, with Anna Nicole’s death and Britney Spears’ head-
shaving episode, that conflict hardly warrants mention in 2007’s news
broadcasts.
But the decades-old dispute between Israel and Palestine is so cen-
tral to almost every major point of stress in the region that the Bush
administration’s dismissal of the issue amounts to nothing but sheer
idiocy. Since the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks, Bush has subscribed to the
ideology that freedom will cure all ills, rather than looking at the roots
and foundation of radical Islam’s hatred for the U.S. due to our unwa-
vering support of Israel.
On Wednesday, Jordan’s King Abdullah II made an impassioned
plea to a joint session of Congress, urging the United States to take a
more active role in settling the ongoing dispute between the
Palestinians and Israelis, saying, “We look to you to play a historic
role.”
Since Sept. 11, the administration has remained adamant in its
refusal to deal with terrorist states or terrorist organizations. But the
Palestinian leadership presents an interesting conflict: The govern-
ment is led by Hamas, which the administration considers a terrorist
group. However, the Hamas-led government was democratically
elected, which certainly makes one wonder what the long-term results
of promoting democracy in the Middle East could be.
If anything, Hamas’ assent to power is simply giving the adminis-
tration a reason to stall on the issue. Bush has chosen to bring democ-
racy to the Middle East at the barrel of a gun rather than by trying to
smooth over the region’s underlying tensions. One only needs to look
at the news out of Baghdad to see how well Bush’s method has
worked.
While Israel certainly has a right to exist, to defend itself against
attack and to retaliate when violently provoked, the nation’s respons-
es to attacks have been disproportionate to the point that they border
on cruelty. Likewise, the Palestinian terrorists have regularly targeted
civilians on buses or cafes in an effort to make their message heard,
but Palestinians deserve an independent territory to call their own.
Both sides have valid arguments, and both have used violence in an
attempt to achieve their goals. Simply put, both sides will have to
learn to compromise with one another in order to live in peace.
The U.S. needs to compromise too. It needs to respect the voice of
the Palestinian electorate and be willing to sit at the table with the
Hamas government. It needs to be firm when Israel asks for unlimit-
ed support.
But no compromise on anyone’s part will happen until the world’s
lone superpower takes on the responsibility that comes with its glob-
al authority. 
– Sean Breslin,
news editor
Editorial
U.S. needs to step up its role 
in Middle East compromises
The Kaimin accepts letters to the editor and guest columns.
Letters should be 300 words or fewer, and columns should be
about 700 words. Please include  contact phone number
when submitting letters and guest columns. Please e-mail both
to letters@kaimin.umt.edu, or drop them off 
in Journalism 107.
Guest Column
UM ethics code would be unnecessary
A strange postmodern tendency
is thriving in the groves of acad-
eme. Each time someone per-
ceives a behavior problem on
campus, the perceiver pulls out a
moldy ethics code from one of
his/her dusty drawers. 
This behavioral trait has
become a distinctive academic
quirk, a type of pathological way
of obfuscating the root of the
problems. 
Contrary to what Gary Funk
wrote (Missoulian – Guest
Column – Feb. 26), the University
of Montana does not need an
ethics code. Funk’s statement that
“this code provides the institution
with standards” is misleading,
since this institution already has
standards galore. 
UM possesses a professional
machinery of control, recommenda-
tions and conduct codes. Students
have their own, while contractual
bylaws (union), departmental unit
standards, implicit and explicit lim-
its of permissiveness and bureau-
cratic dos and don’ts determine aca-
demic professional behavior.
Professional behavior is also over-
seen by the Faculty Association
(union), the Senate and a complex
hierarchy (dating back to medieval
times when the church controlled
everything) made of peer evalua-
tions (faculty evaluation commit-
tees), chairs of departments, deans,
the provost and, if need be, the pres-
ident and the regents at the very top,
without mentioning the student eval-
uation input and the unofficial cir-
cles of faculty control. This whole
ideological apparatus monitors,
streamlines and guides conduct,
establishes standards and inhibits
whatever negative behavior may
arise (rare, since the faculty is a
rather tame bunch!). The whole
pyramid is bureaucratic and heavy,
and at times its obsessive presence is
nauseating. UM is one of the most
regulated academic bodies I have
ever known in my life. Professors
spend a lot of time monitoring them-
selves and others. Only administra-
tors do not seem to have a conduct
code (or do they?). So why does
Funk want to add one more super-
fluous, supernumerary (so-called)
ethics code? Why rehash and spell
out the obvious since what he
states in his last paragraph, (the
University) must be self-disci-
plined, is already a fait accompli?
Then the genuine question to
ask is: What is Gary Funk’s agen-
da? I may understand why
President George Dennison is
pushing for an ethics code, since
he is the recipient of intense polit-
ical (and religious?) pressures
from higher-ups or from lateral
political lobbying! But such a
request coming from a professor is
beyond the pale unless motivated
by a political nostalgia for a time
when things were simpler and
clearer, a point Funk makes clear:
“(the institution) self-definition is
unclear?” What makes academia
unclear is the contradictions
brought about by the commodifi-
cation of higher learning, which is
the product of certain socioeco-
nomic and political choices, not
the result of a lack of ethics! One
sentence is revealing. When Funk
writes of values brought about by
artistically valid concepts, he
pines for an artistic creation …
governed by … balance, harmony,
movement, contrast, dominance
and form. These words are used
by reactionary academics to
describe the canon and character-
ize a conservative approach to the
curriculum, de facto excluding all
20th century art, critical theory
and literature! Now Funk’s agen-
da becomes clearer! He wants an
ethics code to counteract mod-
ernism and postmodernism. He is
a neo-classicist who wants to go
back toward an older state of aca-
demia. In this respect he is close
to the Heritage Foundation’s lob-
byist Ann Neal, who, last week on
campus, was exhorting academics
and students to unite against the
imaginary liberal bias of acade-
mia! In fact, Funk attributes all the
shifts of values to a lack of ethics
and form (amorphous). Mixing up
causes and effects, politics and
societal changes, the effect of cap-
italist consumerism with those of
globalization, competition with
narcissism, Funk piles into one
big jumble of the problems affect-
ing business, politics, religion,
education and sports, reducing
them to one cause and reason: a
purported lack of ethics. 
Funk maintains that “Most of
the people who work there ... must
expect of themselves and those
with whom they work a nobility of
character.” The only nobility I
know is a job well done resulting
in more enlightened, lucid and
intelligent students. Again, I don’t
need an ethics code to tell me how
to act for the good of the institu-
tion. For Funk, “the social con-
tract that binds us with those who
have come before and ties us to
those yet to come” is re-enforced
by an ethics code. Well, sorry to
disagree, but very often in history,
progress and truth did often arise
from epistemological and
sociopolitical breakups with the
past, disregarding the ethics code
of the period.
Funk’s last argument brings us
to a more fundamental and maybe
metaphysical problem. Between
the Sovereign Good and the posi-
tive moral law (Kant) exists a gap,
a difference, corresponding to a
space coextensive with any
morality. Society is only possible
because this space, inherent to
transgression and freedom, exists.
If society over-codifies this space,
it runs the risk of obliterating it
with the consequences we know.
Moral excess brings intellectual
regress as Christian or Muslim
puritan examples show through-
out history: overvaluing devalues.
Instead of self-righteously
requesting a code of ethics, Gary
Funk should tackle less imaginary
issues, like asking the state of
Montana for a genuine commit-
ment to its universities: gratuity of
fees for all Montanans, financial
support for development and
infrastructure, genuine diversity
of Montana faculty, opening of
Montana universities in the world,
improvement of high-school edu-
cation, etc.
To paraphrase the Christian
mystic and philosopher Blaise
Pascal, he who wants others to act
like “angels” ends up behaving
like a …
– Dr. Michel Valentin,
Dr. Mladen Kozul ,
Dr. Christopher Anderson,
department of modern and
classical languages and literatures
Ms. Clare Kelly,
Continuing Education
Montana Kaimin
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Accuracy Watch
The Montana Kaimin is committed to 
accuracy in its reports. If you think the Kaimin has committed
an error of fact, please call us at 243-2394 or e-mail 
editor@kaimin.umt.edu and let us know.  
If we find a factual error we will correct it.
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Kevin Hoffman/ Montana Kaimin
Graduating UM senior Brett Svetlik lays out his work before installing it in the Gallery of Visual Arts Wednesday for the BFA Senior Thesis
Exhibition.  The opening reception for the exhibition is Thursday at 5 p.m.
OFF THE WALL
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — A
suicide attacker blew himself up
in a cafe northeast of the capital
Wednesday, killing 30 people and
wounding dozens, and a powerful
bomb killed three American sol-
diers trying to clear explosives
from a highway near Baghdad.
The deadly assaults occurred as
Iraqi security forces struggled to
protect more than 1 million Shiite
pilgrims streaming toward the
holy city of Karbala for annual
religious rituals — and facing a
string of attacks along the way
that have claimed more than 150
lives in two days.
They included 22 people — 12
police commandos and 10 civil-
ians — who died Wednesday in a
car bombing at a checkpoint in
southern Baghdad set up to pro-
tect pilgrims, the U.S. military
said. An Iraqi TV cameraman
working for a Shiite-owned sta-
tion was among the civilian dead,
his station said.
One American soldier was
wounded in the attack on the
bombing-clearing team on a major
highway just north of the capital,
the U.S. military said. The names
of the victims were withheld until
their families are notified.
American troops have stepped
up efforts to clear and secure
major highways around the capital
as part of the Baghdad security
crackdown, which began last
month.
Cafe suicide bomb
kills 30 in Baghdad
www.montanakaimin.com
www.montana
kaimin.com
 
HELENA – The Montana Meth Project
on Wednesday unveiled more gritty adver-
tising against methamphetamine, this time
focusing on harm users of the drug may
inflict on family and friends.
A Capitol news conference, to which leg-
islators were invited, showcased the latest
advertising in the project begun in 2005.
One commercial shows a teenager selling
his girlfriend for sex to get money for meth.
In another, a teenage boy hits his mother.
The advertising was directed by Darren
Aronofsky, director of the movies “Pi” and
“Requiem for a Dream.”
Health officials, law enforcement officers
and education leaders have lauded previous
Montana Meth Project advertising for its
graphic portrayal of meth’s dangers.
“We want to unsell meth in Montana,”
said Michael Gulledge, chairman of the
project.
The new campaign, which includes nine
commercials for radio, four for television
and three advertisements for print media,
will reach 80 percent of all Montana teens
three times a week, representatives of the
project said.
Software billionaire and part-time
Montana resident Thomas Siebel has under-
written much of the multimillion dollar
project and has indicated he hopes public
funds will be used in the future.
Supporters of the project say a study has
found the number of Montana teens with a
negative view of meth increased after the
advertising began.
Attorney General Mike McGrath said the
campaign had produced “absolutely stun-
ning” results, but he cautioned much work
remains and said lawmakers should author-
ize state money for the project.
“We need to continue to be vigilant,”
McGrath said. “This is not a quick-fix prob-
lem.”
To the average American, the 50-year
anniversary of the freedom of a nation the
size of Oregon may not seem like a big
deal. In the eyes of many Africans, it is. Of
all the African nations south of the Sahara,
Ghana was the first to free itself from colo-
nial rule. Today’s estimated 22 million
Ghanaians don’t generally think of just
their role in their own nation’s history, but
of the African continent. 
Under the rule of a former political pris-
oner, the charismatic Kwame Nkrumah,
Ghana spent its infant years leading the
cause of African unity and modernization.
Though most of his plans never came to
full fruition, the inspiration and energy of
those early days can be seen and felt in the
streets of the capital.
Tuesday’s ceremonies brought leaders
from all over Africa and the world to
Ghana’s doorstep. Most came simply to
take part in the festivities. Some had loftier
engagements. Nigerian President Olusegun
Obasanjo had a road dedicated in his name
in Accra with Ghanaian President John
Kufuor on Wednesday. The anniversary
gave many African leaders a chance to
mingle and for Ghanaians to show the
world what they have achieved.
In many ways, Ghana represents a place
on the ladder of development that many
other African nations dream of. In contrast
to its neighbors, Ghana has diverse and
valuable resources, a comparatively
healthy and educated public and a relative-
ly functional government that has weath-
ered its independence without much vio-
lence or upheaval.  
As successful as it has been, many of its
people have bigger dreams for their nation.
Between the waving flags and proud
chants, most Ghanaians understand that to
lead their continent they must first keep
their own nation on course.
African nations tend to look to the West
for goals and approval, but many African
scholars point to the need to look within, at
the very least within their own continent.
Ghanaians take pride in that role, but they
struggle to find their own identity and solu-
tions. They look to the United States and
England, comparing their lives against life
in those countries. For as proud of their
position in Africa as they are, they know
they need to be stronger to truly lead as
Nkrumah tried to, and just showing off
their might isn’t enough.  
At the big event in Independence Square,
there were marches and parades of military,
police and United Nations vehicles.
Several African leaders also spoke, though
most of the crowd couldn’t hear it. Still, the
feelings of pride and energy where obvious
in the crowd and showed a glimpse of what
is often considered the true strength of
Ghanaians: their optimism.
Photo by Shane McMillan
Tens of thousands of Ghanaians made it to Independence Square on Tuesday for Ghana’s 50th anniversary celebrations.  Bystanders were given paper flags and a show of Ghanaian force and
cultural pride.
GLIMPSES OF GHANA: A GILDED JUBILEE
Ghana’s optimism a model for other African nations
SHANE MCMILLAN
MONTANA KAIMIN
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New, more gritty meth ads unveiled
ALAN SUDERMAN
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AFTER WAITING TABLES FOR 16 YEARS, LINDA MAPLESstill calls her customers “Honey” while she takesorders and serves milkshakes at the Uptown
Diner in downtown Missoula. And for those 16 years,
Maples has always depended on her tips to make ends meet.
“Both my kids are grown, so I’m sitting better than usual.
I do this because I like to do this,” Maples said, looking
over her shoulder to make sure a young couple is seated
promptly. “But there are a lot of people out there who do
this because they need the money.”
Maples and others in her line of work might have to
depend even more on tips if a bill before the Legislature
becomes law.
House Bill 492 would freeze wages for tipped employees
in full-service restaurants. Currently, 43 other states have
instituted a tip credit system with the wage set around
$2.15. The difference with Montana’s bill is that it would
freeze the amount at the current minimum wage of $6.15. 
Rep. Dennis Himmelberger, R-Billings, said he agreed to
sponsor the bill after speaking to business owners con-
cerned over the minimum wage increase.
“We’re trying not to overturn the voters’ decision to raise
minimum wage by freezing it where it is,” Himmelberger
said. “We tried to take a moderate approach that would help
everyone. I spoke to one restaurant owner in Billings who
said that with the wage increase, the payroll had increased
$1700 per week.”
Many Missoula restaurant owners are feeling the pinch
too. Scott Gill owns Scotty’s Table on Missoula’s Hip Strip.
As the afternoon wanes and the restaurant is poised to re-
open for dinner at 5 p.m., Gill is poring over the menu for
the evening and checking wines with one of his chefs. He
says a wage freeze might solve a couple of problems in his
restaurant.
“If minimum wage keeps going up, I have to just pass
that on to the customer base, which we’ve already had to do
based on the minimum wage increase,” Gill said. “But it’s
a double-edged sword, because minimum wage needs to go
up.”
Brad Griffin, executive director of the Montana
Restaurant Association, said the bill was more than fair to
Montana’s tipped employees and that tips should count as
wages.
“When an employee retires or is laid off, the money they
get is derived from their tipped income. If an employee is
hurt, workmen‘s compensation money comes from both the
minimum wage and tips,” Griffin said. “If they’re counted
as wages in that respect, they should be counted as wages
with a tip credit.”
But not everyone in the Legislature is convinced. Rep.
Carol Lambert, R-Broadus, voted against the bill when it
faced the House.
“I believe that people knew what they were doing when
they raised the minimum wage,” Lambert said. “I think
there are a lot of college kids who depend on those jobs and
aren’t making anything as it is. This bill struck me as very
discriminatory.” 
Some local service industry employees are already feel-
ing singled out. 
Syleena Simkins, 26, is a waitress at the Uptown Diner.
The Moody Blues’ “Go Now” mingles with the tinny sound
of the milkshake machine as Simkins takes a break between
orders. Simkins says she has waited tables since she was 12
in St. Regis and that there are major misconceptions about
tipping in her line of work. 
“If we were making good money all year round, I 
wouldn’t have a complaint, but in the winter, you can walk
out with $20 if you’re lucky,” Simkins said. “Sometimes
you just get stiffed, and they could tax us for tips we might
not even make.”
Simkins also says she isn’t the only one in her family
who will be stuck living with a frozen wage: so will her two
children. 
“I’m lucky. My boyfriend pays the bills and I buy food,
but if this relationship were to end and this thing passed, I
would be living in a cardboard box and we wouldn’t be eat-
ing,” Simkins said. “Hopefully, I could find another job, but
everyone else is going to be doing that too, so nobody’s
going to go out to eat because you’ll be getting bad service
and no one will want to be here.” 
Some see the bill as a slap in the face for a job that needs
to be done.
Josh Hart has worked at Catalyst Espresso on Higgins
Avenue for about two years, but he’s been a waiter on and
off his entire life. He wears a fork bent around his wrist like
a bracelet, joking that it’s a symbol of his “indentured servi-
tude.”
“I feel like it’s exactly what it’s called: gratuity. Tips are
a gratuity, they’re not required,” Hart said. “This is a gruel-
ing job. After running around the restaurant all day, it’s like
spending your day at a light jog. But it’s what I know how
to do, so I do it.”
Originally from Dillon, Hart’s parents owned The Big
Hole Crossing restaurant in Wisdom, until he was 10. These
days, Hart is taking time off from his finance major at the
University of Montana to work and save money. 
“The service industry really is for people in college
because the hours are short and you can pool both a pay-
check and your tips toward rent and school,” Hart said. “I
was already making above minimum wage when they
raised it, so I didn’t feel the change, really. But there’s no
way I’d make rent on just tips alone.”
Waiting
on a
solid wage
Right: Many restaurant servers rely on tips to make a living because the minimum wage amount on
their paychecks is not always enough to help pay the bills.  If House Bill 492 passes, a server’s wage
would freeze at $6.15.  This would mean that whenever minimum wage rises, a server’s wage would
stay the same because the tips would compensate for the extra amount. Below: Syleena Simkins
busses a table Wednesday at the Uptown Diner. 
Story by Chandra Johnson
Photos by Hugh Carey
  
Others say a wage freeze for servers is only fair when tips
are taken into consideration. Brett Kreiner, 20, is a cook at
the Depot Restaurant and Bar in downtown Missoula.
“Anyone could ask someone what they want to eat and
bring it to a table,” Kreiner said. “I think it would be fair for
cooks to make more than servers since servers can make
$70 to $80 in tips for doing what I think is a lot less work.” 
That tension between the dining room and the kitchen
can also create a headache for restaurant owners like Gill. 
“I think it would be good to freeze the wage because
there is such a disparity between the front of the house and
the back,” Gill said. “When you have people at the front
making $70 in tips on top of a wage versus someone in the
back making just a flat wage, even though they make more
hourly, it creates a bit of tension.”
Gabe Lynn, 22, has worked at Finnegan’s as a server for
three and a half years. For Lynn, his job isn’t to bring food,
but to provide an atmosphere.
“To say that halting the minimum wage is somehow
fighting the disparity is absurd to me. It’s not even really
about the food,” Lynn said. “As a waiter, your job first and
foremost is making sure people get what they want, but
most importantly providing them with a certain atmos-
phere.”
Lynn says that for now, he’ll wait on the Legislature’s
decision before he stops waiting tables.
“For the amount of experience I have, I think it’s pretty
much the best job I can be doing that’s legal,” he said. 
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Top: Uptown Diner server Syleena Simkins takes a moment while working to be with her daughter, Karmen. Simkins has worked as a server since she was
12 and is concerned about the wage freeze bill.  She said she wouldn’t worry if servers made the same amount of tips year round, but sometimes she might
not even make it out with $20 in the winter. Above: Servers wait tables at the Catalyst Wednesday afternoon. Top left: UM alumnus with a master’s degree
Hattio Lehman, a server at Catalyst, talks with a costumer. Workers, including the cooks, at the Catalyst get paid approximately minimum wage plus tips, but
they all have to split the tips equally. Bottom left: Tips sit on an empty table for a server to pick up. 
“I feel like it’s exactly what it’s called: gratuity.”
– Josh Hart, a waiter at Catalyst Espresso
WASHINGTON – The Pentagon
has approved a request by the new
U.S. commander in Iraq for an extra
2,200 military police to help deal
with an anticipated increase in
detainees during the Baghdad secu-
rity crackdown, Defense Secretary
Robert Gates said Wednesday.
Gates also cited early indications
that the Iraqi government is meeting
the commitments it made to bolster
security, although he cautioned that
it was too early to reach any firm
conclusions about the outcome.
“We’re right at the very begin-
ning,” he told a Pentagon news con-
ference. “But I would say that
based in terms of whether the Iraqis
are meeting the commitments that
they’ve made to us in the security
arena, I think that our view would
be so far, so good.” He was refer-
ring to the movement of additional
Iraqi troops into the capital.
Gates said that the request for
extra MPs is in addition to the
21,500 combat troops that President
Bush is sending for the Baghdad
security plan, along with 2,400 sup-
port troops.
Gordon England, the deputy
defense secretary, told Congress this
week that the number of required
support troops could reach 7,000.
“That’s a new requirement by a
new commander,” Gates said of the
request for more MPs by Gen.
David Petraeus, who assumed com-
mand in Baghdad last month. He
added that there were other troop
requests still being considered in
the Pentagon; he gave no specifics.
The day-to-day commander of
U.S. troops in Iraq, Lt. Gen.
Raymond Odierno, has recom-
mended that the higher troop level
be maintained until February 2008,
The New York Times reported on
its Web site Wednesday night.
Odierno said the extra troops are
needed to support a sustained effort
to win over the Iraqi populace.
Odierno made the recommenda-
tion to his superior, Gen. David
Petraeus, but Petraeus has not yet
acted on it, the report said, citing
unidentified military officials.
Gates said it was not a surprise
that Sunni insurgents have launched
increased attacks in recent days.
“I think that we expected that
there would be in the short term an
increase in violence as the surge
began to make itself felt,” Gates
said, adding that there were other
“very preliminary positive signs”
that the Baghdad security plan is
working.
Joining Gates at the news confer-
ence, Gen. Peter Pace, chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, said that in
recent days the number of sectarian
murders was down slightly and the
number of car bombings was up.
“So I think you see potentially
the Iraqi people wanting to take
advantage of this opportunity and
the enemy wanting to keep it
going,” Pace said.
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SAN FRANCISCO — Gasoline
prices have jumped above $3 a
gallon in some parts of California
and Hawaii, and may hit that level
in other parts of the country when
the busy summer driving season
approaches.
“It kills me,” said Gloria Nunez,
53, as she filled her Ford Explorer
SUV at a San Jose gas station.
Nunez, a clerk for a communica-
tions company, has started work-
ing a couple hours of overtime
each week to help soften the blow.
“All of a sudden you kind of have
to watch your pennies,” she said.
Analysts say drivers should brace
for more increases in the coming
weeks. Crude oil, which makes up
about half the price of gasoline, is
trading above $60 a barrel. Higher
demand, refinery maintenance and
fears about springtime shortages are
also driving up prices, particularly
on the West Coast.
“The West Coast will certainly be
the wild, wild West this year,” said
Tom Kloza, chief oil analyst for the
Oil Price Information Service.
Extensive maintenance work at West
Coast refineries has curtailed sup-
plies and exacerbated the typical
“preseason rally” spurred by jitters
about tight supplies.
“In the rest of the country it’s just
petro-noia. They’re worried that
they won’t have enough gasoline,”
Kloza said. “But on the West Coast
the concern might be warranted.”
However, analysts said it’s unlike-
ly other parts of the country would
see $3 gasoline before summer with-
out a major disruption in supply.
Average fuel prices are still below
their historical highs – most of which
were set in 2006 – but are inching
higher weeks earlier than usual.
Wailuku, on the Hawaiian island
of Maui, currently has the highest
average price for a gallon of regular
unleaded at about $3.20.
On the mainland, the title goes to
San Francisco, where a gallon aver-
ages $3.10, a jump of about 34 cents
from a month ago but still off the
high of $3.36 set in May 2006,
according to the AAA Daily Fuel
Gauge Report for Wednesday.
The California cities of Santa
Barbara, San Luis Obispo and
Oakland are also all above $3 a
gallon. Most other areas of the
state are just a few cents away
from cracking that milestone, and
motorists say they’re cutting back
to save money.
“I take the bus,” said Hector
Esqueda, an 18-year-old justice
administration student from Los
Angeles who has stopped driving his
gas-guzzling, older-model Lincoln
Continental to save money. “Other
people are doing the same thing. The
bus is packed.”
Nationwide, the average price
for a gallon of regular unleaded is
up about 32 cents from a month
ago, to $2.50, according to the
AAA report. That’s more than 55
cents shy of the all-time high
recorded in September 2005, after
hurricanes Katrina and Rita dam-
aged the Gulf of Mexico refinery
infrastructure.
Part of the reason is rising
demand. The U.S. Energy
Information Administration said
Wednesday that gasoline demand
has averaged more than 9.1 mil-
lion barrels per day over the past
month, a 3.3 percent jump over
the same period last year.
Oil prices jumped by more than $1
per barrel on Wednesday, settling at
$61.82, after the agency also reported
an unexpected drop in crude oil inven-
tories as import levels reached their
lowest point since 2005.
Across the country, drivers are
grappling with how to manage the
sudden spike.
Outside a Sunoco convenience
store in downtown Philadelphia,
T.J. Hawk, a 45-year-old retired
Philadelphia police officer,
recalled the good old days when it
cost $5 to fill the tank.
These days, it takes at least $40 to
fill his white Volvo. Most weeks, he
only fills it three-quarters of the way
to soften the hit to his wallet.
In Philadelphia, regular unleaded
averaged about $2.57 a gallon early
Wednesday morning, a 12 percent
jump from a month ago but still well
shy of the high of $3.358 a gallon set
in September 2005.
Several customers at a Mobil
station in St. Petersburg, Fla.,
were upset because there seemed
to be no real reason for the price
increase. Prices at the station
range from $2.47 a gallon for reg-
ular to $2.69 for premium.
Lee Franc, a client manager from
St. Petersburg, spent about $40 to
put 16 gallons in her Toyota
Highlander. She works at home and
can go a week or two without filling
up.
“Katrina, I can understand,” Franc
said. “I didn’t see a very good expla-
nation this time. You hear so many
excuses it gets to where you don’t
believe anything anymore.”
In Chicago, cab driver Nathan
Michaels pays $25 each day to gas
up his cab. That cost plus the $325
per week he pays to lease his cab
makes it difficult to earn a living,
even though he works six days a
week.
He’s been considering buying an
SUV for personal use, but thinks
with gas prices rising he’ll start
researching hybrid vehicles.
The rising gas prices also raise his
anxiety in a more general way, he
said. “It contributes to an overall
feeling of uncertainty about what’s
going on worldwide.”
Associated Press writers Deborah
Yao in Philadelphia, Phil Davis in St.
Petersburg, Carla K. Johnson in
Chicago, and Jacob Adelman in Los
Angeles contributed to this story.
Gas prices creeping up prior to driving season
JORDAN ROBERTSON
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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UM student takes a ‘simple turn’ to musicFACESON CAMPUS
Some kids grow up with a box
of toys and stuffed animal
parades, but Anna McGary’s
childhood playthings were Jimi
Hendrix and The Beatles records.
“I grew up with my dad’s record
collection,” McGary said. “I
remember dancing to The Police
with my brother when I was four.”
McGary, a University of
Montana junior, began her love
affair with the guitar while work-
ing late nights on her high school
yearbook staff. 
Now, in addition to her regular
performances at Sean Kelly’s and
Open Mic Nights in the UC Game
Room, McGary is gearing up for
the release of her first studio
recording, “A Simple Turn,” later
this spring.
While polishing off the last few
tracks of the album at Peak
Recording and Sound in
Bozeman, she says she has
become used to making frequent
bus trips between the studio and
her home in Missoula over the
past few months.
“I’ve made myself kind of a
Greyhound warrior,” McGary
said.
McGary wrote her first song,
“Waiting For You,” three years
ago as a senior in high school. She
says that she wrote the song about
a relationship she had that she
now thinks of as little more than
“wishful thinking.”
“Maybe I should stumble on, /
But something inside tells me that
would be wrong. / Maybe I should
sit back and wait. / But if I do that,
I know I’ll be too late.”
“It’s about some of the insecuri-
ties you go through in high school.
You disappear into the crowd
sometimes and you want to be
noticed but you don’t know how
to do it,” McGary said.
Though McGary is still consid-
ering including the song as a
bonus track on her first album, she
admits that she doesn’t play the
song very much anymore because
of the time that has passed for her
between then and now.
“I’ve changed, I guess,”
McGary said. “Sometimes it’s
hard to bring back the emotion.”
Between playing her solo-
acoustic songs or jamming as a
part of her three-piece band in
Bozeman, McGary says she
writes to capture the moments that
she feels and not to impress any-
body.
“I write music that I’m going to
have fun playing. I’m not trying to
write hit songs or anything,”
McGary said.
In the song “Seven Years,”
McGary sings about a melancholy
woman she saw in a park and tries
to hypothesize the series of events
that led her to that moment in a
period of seven years.
“Seven years have rolled right
by. / She never had the time to cry.
I wonder what she’s doin’ here. /
Maybe she’ll patch up her life, /
Finally say goodbye, / And find
the time to shed a tear.?”
“I hope she’s in a better place in
her life,” McGary says.
Though she says she primarily
writes music for the sake of
expressing herself, McGary hopes
that her songs might have a cata-
lyst effect in her listeners.
“My hope as a writer is to grasp
things that people may have a
hard time expressing themselves
that maybe they can relate to, and
through that find a part of them-
selves,” McGary said.
Having just booked a few CD
release gigs for spring break,
McGary is mostly excited at the
prospect of playing larger venues,
though she does hope to turn some
profit from CD sales.
“If I make some money it would
be nice because I’m pretty broke,”
McGary said.
MIKE GERRITY
MONTANA KAIMIN
Kevin Hoffman/ Montana Kaimin
UM junior Anna McGary is a pre-pharmacy major whose passion is music.  McGary has been playing open mics and is involved with a band in Bozeman. 
www.montanakaimin.com
Montana Kaimin
We still haven’t found
the missing bees.
 
On her knees you will find
scars. Scars from surgeries that
left her on the sideline, injuries
that prevented her from playing
the game she loves so much. On
her left shoulder, you will find a
tattoo in memory of the best friend
she lost in a car crash. In family
photo albums, you will find pic-
tures of her brother who has suf-
fered from cancer.
And yet on her face you will
find a smile.
Ralph Waldo Emerson said
“fractures well cured make us
more strong.” If this is true, Lady
Griz basketball player Jackie
DeShazer should be stronger than
most. The 5-foot-7 guard from
Libby has seen more hardship in
the past five years than many peo-
ple see in their lifetimes. 
“It definitely has been a roller
coaster ride,” she said. 
DeShazer was recognized at last
Thursday’s senior night, saying
goodbye to the home crowd she
adores and putting the past behind
her. A senior in school but a junior
on the roster, DeShazer is leaving
the game she’s played since fourth
grade. She’ll take with her the
memories, and her body will leave
little reminders that sometimes
playing sports comes with a price.
Her freshman year was a posi-
tive one. DeShazer was excited to
be playing basketball for a
Division I school, and loved the
feeling she got when she stepped
out on the court at Dahlberg Arena
for the first time. She was the best
free-throw shooter on the team,
shooting more than 80 percent
from the charity stripe. 
“I was pretty excited,”
DeShazer said. “I got kind of sick
for a little bit, but that was the
only bump in the road my fresh-
man year.”
She was part of the 2003-2004
team that nearly won an NCAA
Tournament game against
Louisiana Tech in Missoula. Little
did she know, that game would be
the last she’d play in for a while.
A week before practice began
her sophomore season, DeShazer
suffered a setback – the first of
many injuries she would endure
throughout her college career. She
had surgery on her ACL, and was
out for the rest of the year.
“That was so frustrating,”
DeShazer said.
Not as frustrating as what
January would bring. That month,
her brother Doug was diagnosed
with leukemia. For DeShazer, that
meant many trips to the Mayo
Clinic in Minnesota, and not a lot
of time to worry about basketball.
“The team was awesome, so
were the coaches, about support-
ing me,” she said. “For weeks at a
time, I would just leave school.”
Her junior year, Doug was in
Missoula for treatment, and he
lived with DeShazer and her
roommates. Today, he is in remis-
sion at age 26. 
The summer before her junior
season began, DeShazer dislocat-
ed her patella. 
“It’s kind of an odd injury,” she
said. “The knee cap wouldn’t stay
in place because my ligaments
weren’t tight enough.”
So, a second surgery on her
right knee, and once again, no bas-
ketball.
This season started out well for
DeShazer. She saw action in her
first nine games and said it felt
great to be back in the game.
“I felt good, and I felt strong,”
she said. “It was like being a
freshman all over again … it was
good to be back on the court.”
But during a practice in mid-
January, DeShazer came down
wrong. As she was coming down
the court for a fast break, her right
knee once again failed her, this
time on a routine jump stop.
“I heard it pop, and I thought
‘oh crap,’” she said.
Locked meniscus. Another sur-
gery. Basketball cut short.
She’s had five total surgeries: in
college, one on her left knee, three
on her right; in high school, ankle
surgery.
“It’s been rough,” DeShazer
said. “It’s not exactly what you
want out of a basketball career.”
She said the coaches and team-
mates were supportive, and good
about making her still feel like a
part of the team.
“You’re not practicing, so you
don’t feel like you’re contributing
much, and you’re not on the
court,” she said. “It’s frustrating,
but if you want to get back, you
just have to rehab and get out
there. There’s really no other way
to handle it.”
DeShazer handles the injuries
well. They are, after all, not the
life-threatening disease that
plagued her brother. They also
aren’t the toughest things
DeShazer has had to cope with.
Jennica Snyder was not only a
fellow teammate on the Libby
High basketball team, she was
also one of DeShazer’s best
friends.
“There were three of us,”
DeShazer said. “We were always
called the ‘Three Amigas’ or the
‘Three Musketeers.’ We were 
really close, almost more like sis-
ters.”
But during their senior year of
high school, a car crash took
Snyder’s life. Today, DeShazer
and four other friends have tattoos
to remember her. A symbol that
intertwines her initials with the
number 20, the jersey number she
wore in both softball and basket-
ball.
“It’s kind of like a memorial to
Jennica,” DeShazer said. 
With the blows dealt to her
brother and her friend, DeShazer
is able to put her injuries in per-
spective.
“Things like that make you real-
ize how important some things
are,” she said. “It’s a horrible way
to get those life experiences, and if
I could change either of them I
probably would. But you need to
get those experiences and it’s
good if you can get them at a
young age. 
“All those little petty things we
buy into, they’re not that big of a
deal.”
It’s that attitude and determina-
tion that her teammates admire her
for. Senior Sara Gale said it’s been
difficult to watch DeShazer go
through all of the injuries.
“I don’t know if I would have
come back from as many injuries
as she’s come back from,” Gale
said. “I only had one, and it was a
pain in the butt. I just think it’d be
heartbreaking and so worrisome to
step back on the court not know-
ing if it’s going to happen again.”
Her teammates respect her deci-
sion to cut her basketball career
short a season early. Rehab is a
rough road, a road that DeShazer
has already been down too many
times.
“I understand why she’s doing
what she’s choosing to do,” Gale
said. “To overcome as many
injuries as she has … it’s amaz-
ing.”
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Jackie DeShazer shows her strength since her recovery from injuries on and off the court. DeShazer’s tattoo is a tribute to a friend whom she lost in a car crash. 
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(AP) – Sammy Sosa is finding a
groove in his comeback with the
Texas Rangers.
Sosa homered for the second
time in spring training, going 2-
for-3 Wednesday in the Rangers’
9-8 victory over the Arizona
Diamondbacks at Surprise, Ariz.
The 38-year-old Sosa, who did-
n’t play in the major leagues last
season, hit a three-run homer that
capped a six-run third off former
World Series MVP Livan
Hernandez.
“The more games I play, the
better I feel,” Sosa said. “The con-
fidence is here, and I know I can
hit. I believe in myself, and just
keep working every day.”
The Rangers signed Sosa, who
is fifth on the career list with 588
homers, to a minor league con-
tract. Since going 0-for-3 with two
strikeouts in a “B” game Friday,
Sosa is 5-for-12 with two homers
and four RBIs in four games.
Hernandez gave up nine runs –
seven earned – and 10 hits in 3 1-
3 innings. He struck out one and
walked none.
“I never have a good spring,”
Hernandez said. “I’m just coming
to get my work in and make sure
I’m 100 percent for the season.”
The news wasn’t as good for
Oakland Athletics center fielder
Mark Kotsay, who could be side-
lined up to three months following
arthroscopic surgery on his back
Thursday.
He said there is no exact
timetable for his return to the
defending AL West champions,
but it likely will take eight to 12
weeks of recovery time.
At Tampa, Fla., Andy Pettitte
had a well-known friend watch his
second spring training start. And
they both got a scare three pitches
into the game.
With former Houston and
Yankees’ teammate Roger
Clemens in attendance, Pettitte
allowed three hits over three score-
less innings in New York’s 1-1, 10-
inning tie with the Cincinnati Reds
on Wednesday night.
Pettitte got hit on the ring finger
of his pitching hand by the barrel
of Chris Denorfia’s broken bat in
the first. The bat caused a small
cut on the finger, but the left-han-
der remained in the game.
Clemens again said he hasn’t
decided if he will return for a 24th
major league season. The seven-
time Cy Young Award winner said
he won’t make a decision until
early May. Should he return,
Clemens will choose among the
Yankees, Astros and Boston. He
visited for a couple minutes with
George Steinbrenner in the
Yankees’ owner suite.
At Peoria, Ariz., Barry Bonds
made a rare spring training trip
and was in a jovial mood.
Bonds went 1-for-2 with a dou-
ble and a strikeout in a San
Francisco Giants split squad’s 5-4
win over the Seattle Mariners.
He made the 45-minute trek
across metropolitan Phoenix after
missing three games because of a
bad cold. He blew a kiss in the
direction of the Mariners dugout
before his first at-bat, then
blooped his second pitch from
Felix Hernandez to shallow left
field.
OGDEN, Utah (AP) – Big Sky
MVP David Patten scored 22
points to lead Weber State past
Northern Arizona 88-80
Wednesday night for an NCAA
Tournament berth.
The Wildcats (20-11, 12-5),
who last made it in 2003, will play
in their 14th NCAA Tournament.
But it was Dezmon Harris, not
Patten, who sealed the win for the
BSC regular-season champions on
a drive to the basket with one
minute to play. That put the
Wildcats up 83-77, forcing NAU
(19-12, 11-6) to foul.
The Wildcats took full advan-
tage of being at home, making 16
of their first 19 shots and shooting
better than 84 percent through the
first 10 minutes. They shot 72.4
percent from the field in the first
half to take a 53-37 lead.
But the Lumberjacks cut what
was once a 21-point Wildcats lead
down to two, 75-73, with 4:55
remaining. The Wildcats didn’t
exhale until Harris’ drive.
Northern Arizona’s Stephen Sir
led the comeback, scoring 12 of
his 23 points in the second half.
The Lumberjacks also used an
edge on the boards in their bid for
a comeback, out-rebounding
Weber State 34-19.
But the Wildcats made free
throws down the stretch, and had
some fun in the game’s final sec-
onds, playing keepaway while
NAU tried to tag the player with
the ball.
Though they cooled in the sec-
ond half, the Wildcats shot 66 per-
cent from the field, overall.
Patten, Harris and Juan Pablo
Silveira reached the 20-point
mark.
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Put away for this season, Griz will dust off dancing shoes in future
Off-Key Note: For those of you
who attended last Thursday’s
Lady Griz game and expected me
to rip either the Little Miss
Montana who sang that God-
awful rendition of the national
anthem or the overbearing and
borderline psychotic so-called
“parents” who enter their kids in
beauty pageants, you were wrong.
I’m not that cold-blooded.
Idol Note: While we are on the
subject of singing, install Melinda
Dolittle as my early favorite in
American Idol. Not only is she
probably one of the top two or
three vocalists in the contest, but
her name will allow me to utter
the phrase “Dolittle is gonna do a
lot” at least every other column.
The 2006-2007 season of the
University of Montana men’s bas-
ketball team came to an abrupt
end on Tuesday as the Griz
dropped a 78-71 match to
Northern Arizona in the semifinals
of the Big Sky Conference
Tournament. This means that
come the middle of March, the
Griz won’t be on the dance floor
like they were the last two years.
Of course, the thought of the
Griz not going to the Big Dance
has probably come as a shock to
many Montana fans who had
begun to believe the Griz were
synonymous with such hot dance
moves as the Macarena and the
Cha Cha Slide. But the truth is, the
Griz just were not the best team in
the Big Sky Conference this sea-
son.
As cliché as it may seem, the
2006-2007 season was the text-
book definition of a roller coaster
season. 
Five times this season, the Griz
had winning streaks of two games
or more, which was impressive –
if you don’t also take into account
that UM also had four losing
streaks of that same two-or-more-
game standard. 
I’ll give Montana this: At least it
was consistent throughout the year
with this up-and-down theme.
Another example of the good
being cancelled out by the bad
was that while the Griz were able
to master one basic fundamental –
like holding onto the ball (UM had
the highest assist-to-turnover ratio
in the Big Sky) – they failed mis-
erably at another (they were one
of the worst in the conference at
shooting free throws). 
The Griz also established a dis-
turbing trend of falling behind by
double digits and then using fierce
rallies to pull out victories. A team
that falls behind 20 points in any
game, as UM did to Northern
Arizona on Tuesday, doesn’t
deserve to win anything, let alone
a conference crown.
In the wake of a season that
some fans probably viewed as dis-
appointing, a lot of criticism has
been heaped on the coaching style
of Wayne Tinkle, who just
wrapped up his first season in
Missoula with a 17-15 record. The
problem is Tinkle inherited a no-
win situation when he took the
job: win immediately while also
developing a program. When most
coaching changes are made, the
new coach usually takes over a
losing program and is given a year
or two to make significant
progress.
However, Tinkle inherited a
Griz team that was arguably com-
ing off its best season ever and he
was expected to mold the team
into “his team” while taking
Montana to a third-straight confer-
ence championship, a feat that
hasn’t been accomplished since
1973.
However, this team just was not
as talented as the one that had a
shot at the Sweet 16 in 2005-2006,
leading one to believe that former
UM coach Larry Krystkowiak
may have jumped ship at the right
moment.
A big problem appeared to be in
the leadership department, which
was best demonstrated by
Montana’s four seniors. Two of
them missed playing time because
of suspensions (Stuart Mayes and
Bryan Ellis). One, although
incredibly popular with fans,
could be somewhat inconsistent
(Mike Chavez). And the other sen-
ior didn’t seem like he cared to be
out on the court 95 percent of the
time (Matt Dlouhy).
Flash back to last year when
Montana’s two seniors were
Kevin Criswell and Virgil
Matthews. This was the Criswell
who had such a “never surrender”
attitude that he probably would
have gone to extreme lengths to
ensure he wouldn’t lose a game of
Chutes and Ladders. That was the
Matthews who would fly down
the court 10 out of 10 times to take
away a sure fast-break lay-up
from an opponent. Those intangi-
bles, which were obviously miss-
ing this year, and their combined
26.2 points per game had to have
been missed by the Griz this sea-
son.
Now, while no hardcore Griz
fan (a nice way of saying “drunk-
en idiot”) will be able to rational-
ize penciling in Montana as a
legitimate Final Four contender
this year, the future isn’t com-
pletely bleak. UM found its point
guard of the future in Cameron
Rundles, and its frontcourt of
Jordan Hasquet and Andrew Strait
has the chance to be the best in the
conference next year. Montana
also has a nice blend of youth that
should be able to contribute next
year.
The Griz may have to sit out the
dance this year, but something
tells me that they will be back on
that dance floor pretty soon.
The 19th hole
by Danny Davis
Weber State holds off 
N. Arizona for BSC title
Kaimin Sports
We’ll find another way to dance.
Sosa finds niche during Rangers’ win
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LOST & FOUND
LOST: Pair of tanish brown leather gloves on 3/1/07.
Please call 542-4783
FOUND: Brown stone bracelet found by Corbin Hall.
Call 206-962-1323 to identify and claim. 
LOST: Favorite sunglasses Girls turtle shell colored-
lost in Health Science building or Journalism building.
If found call: 847-962-6242
PERSONALS
Counseling and Psychological Services Here when you
need us. 243-4711
Cabin Fever? Free, anonymous HIV Counseling &
Testing…Call 243-4330
HELP WANTED
We pay up to 75 dollars per survey.
Www.GetPaidToThink.com
On-Call, Part-time Aide needed at children's shelter.
Please call 549-0058 to inquire. 
Attention ALL Media Arts Majors! Want to build ads?
Production Manager Position opening for next fall.
Proficient at Photoshop desired. Bring Application by
Journalism 206 or email it to:
kaiminad@kaimin.umt.edu
Winter/Spring Positions Available! Earn up to $150 per
day! Exp not Required Undercover shoppers needed
to judge retail and dining establishments. Call 800-
901-9370
Great opportunity to get experience working with
children of all ages and abilities. Lil' Griz Cub House
Children's Play Center is looking for energetic and
responsible individuals to join our team. Nights and
Weekend shifts. Call 549-4848 for info on how to
apply. 
Looking for Great Summer Job. See today's Upward
Bound display ad in the Kaimin. 
Missoula Parks and Recreation spring/summer posi-
tions: Park/Conservation Lands Maintenance, Urban
Forestry, Adult/Youth Sport and Recreation, Aquatics
and Concessions, Tennis. Details, applications at
www.missoulaparks.org, or stop by Currents in
McCormick Park. (600 Cregg Lane) No phone calls,
please. Deadline March 16, may remain open until
filled. EEO/AA, M/F, V/H Employer. 
Fun summer jobs at Splash Montana and Currents
Waterparks. Lifeguard and Water Safety Instructor
certification classes begin April 9. Www.missoula-
parks.org or 721-PARK
FOR SALE
Inflatable Funhouse Business for Sale. Great summer
business 406-721-7200
FOR RENT
Weekend Cabins: 30 min. from Missoula. $44-
$66/NIGHT. ROCK CREEK CABINS  251-6611
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week.  Prepayment is required.  Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475, email: classifieds@kaimin.umt.edu or call 243-6541.
R A T E S Off Campus
$1 per 5-word line/dayk i o s k Student/Faculty/Staff $.90 per 5-word line/day
K A I M I N   C L A S S I F I E D S
The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, invest-
ment or related topics before paying out
any money. LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.   
E - m a i l  C L A S S I F I E D  A D S  T o :  c l a s s i f i e d s @ k a i m i n . u m t . e d u  E - m a i l  D I S P L A Y  A D S  T o :  k a i m i n a d @ k a i m i n . u m t . e d u
Katie Pritchard, a junior in
environmental studies, said the
issue isn’t with all Nike gear.
Right now, she said, the
University purchases items
through a contract with Nike that
has no way to monitor where
those items are produced.
Lu Terry, UM’s purchasing
agent, acknowledged the need for
workers to be treated fairly.
However, she said she’d like
students to remember one thing:
“We don’t have any jurisdiction
outside of U of M.”
RALLY
Continued from Page 1
For example, he said, there is
“so much interest in women in the
Middle East right now” that
Tuesday will feature a talk by vis-
iting scholar Thuwayba Ahmed
Issa Al-Barwani on the topic.
UM has used the week as an
“opportunity to bring visiting
scholars and lecturers to campus,”
Kia said. “We want to broaden the
international reach of our cam-
pus.”
Events that aim to do so include
lectures on volunteer opportuni-
ties in Southeast Asia, study
abroad, the Peace Corps and a
workshop on how to pay for sum-
mer travel abroad.
Kia said the broad variety of
offerings should provide everyone
with something of interest, with
talks on cultures as diverse as
Ireland (“Guinness Education and
Business”), the former USSR
(“Georgia, Land of the Golden
Fleece”) and Central Asia
(“Tajikistan: A Hidden Pearl of
Central Asia”).
Kia said international student
representation at UM is increas-
ing, and the events of
International Week are a great
way “to showcase the internation-
al activities of students, faculty
and staff.” 
Information about study abroad
opportunities will be available in
the UC Atrium all week, while the
lectures take place across campus. 
A full schedule of the events of
International Week can be found
at www.umt.edu/oip, or by calling
the Office of International
Programs at 243-2288.
Check out Friday’s Kaimin for a
preview of Sunday’s International
Culture and Food Festival.
INTERNATIONAL
Continued from Page 1
www.montanakaimin.com
amount. 
“What we’re trying to do is give
students the best bang for their
buck,” he said. 
Thorne said dormitory phones
make up 40 percent of the campus
telecommunications system. Since
residence halls will no longer pay
for the telephone system, the cost
of other campus phone lines will
increase in order to compensate
for the loss. Student Affairs
expects a campus phone rate
increase of $5.30, which will be
the first increase in 20 years.
Brunell said he doesn’t know
what UM will charge dorm resi-
dents in the future to have a land-
line in their room. The amount
will be outlined in the budget UM
is currently working on.
Freshman Deidre Evans, a
Turner Hall resident, said she only
uses her cell phone and doesn’t
have a phone in her dorm room.
“I wouldn’t pay for (the dorm
phone) if I had the option,” she
said.
Maia Aageson, a freshman liv-
ing in Duniway Hall, said both she
and her roommate use their cell
phones primarily, but share a land-
line phone in their room.
“We decided to have a backup
phone in case people at the
University wanted to get ahold of
us,” she said. She added that she
receives calls on the dorm phone
twice a week at most.
Brunell said because the major-
ity of students use cell phones,
dorm secretaries are forced to use
long-distance calling cards in
order to phone a student only a
floor away.
Mary Swarner, the secretary of
Jesse Hall, said she hasn’t request-
ed a calling card yet, but uses her
own cell phone to call residents.
“You never know how to reach
people,” she said.
But the landlines just aren’t as
convenient, said freshman Jesse
Hall resident Nycole Henes, who
said it’s easier to simply use a cell
phone that has all of her contact
numbers and long-distance call-
ing.
“It’s an all-in-one thing,” she
said.
PHONES
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Montana Kaimin
We framed 
Roger Rabbit.
Montana Kaimin
Giggity,
giggity,
giggity.
  
